A NEW
WAY OF
THINKING

A NEW
CONCEPT
IN
FLOORING
Interface Hospitality designs and manufactures
unique flooring.
We challenge you to think differently,
to embrace a smarter way, to move away
from tradition.
Open your mind to a whole new
concept - modular flooring.
We offer you unlimited design
possibilities, and the true creative freedom
to realise your design vision.

Design
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Products: Urban Retreat 101 (colour Sage/Moss). Urban Retreat 102 (colour Sage). Urban Retreat 103 (colour Moss).

WANT TO
TURN THE
ORDINARY
INTO
EXTRA–
ORDINARY?
BE OUR
GUEST.

Products: Ornate (colour Watch Tower). Refine (colour Gate House).

Design

Products: Net Effect 701 (colours North Sea & Black Sea). Net Effect 703 (colours North Sea & Black Sea). Monochrome (colours Gerbera & Very Berry).

CREATE A
STUNNING
FIRST
IMPRESSION
Create distinct areas – highlight the form of
an architectural feature, or reveal the subtlest
of surface details.
Interface Hospitality gives you complete creative
control over your modular flooring
– colour, design and texture.
This flexibility comes into its own when you
create statement areas within a space. Flooring
becomes a completely adaptable part of your
palette of interior finishes.
And you can create rugs too – mix and match
to form bespoke designs that are totally unique.
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Product: Urban Retreat 102 (colour Straw) Urban Retreat 201 (colour Straw).

Design

WE’RE
WITH YOU
ALL THE
WAY
The vast combination of colours, designs and textures
can be overwhelming at first. Relax. Our in-house
concept designers are on hand to help you create the
unique personality of each space, and enhance the
guest experience.
Using the latest CAD technology, they’ll work with
you to create and visualise your ideal space.
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Products: Cap & Blazer (colour Durham). Monochrome (colours Putty & Very Berry).

Wellbeing
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Products: Bisanzio (colour Suidas). Monochrome (colour Pacific).

NEED A
DESIGN THAT
CREATES THE
PERFECT
EXPERIENCE?
BE OUR
GUEST.

Products: Black and White (colours French Quarter, Ink Blot & Jailhouse).

Wellbeing

A SPACE
TO
FEEL
AT EASE
Modular flooring helps identify spaces within spaces.
People are connected by the different purposes
of a flexible interior.
Pleasure or business, our flooring truly completes
the effect – relaxing, rejuvenating, inspiring, or simply
creating movement. It has the ability to transform
the way people feel and interact in a space.
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Products: Straightforward (colour Spearmint). Cap & Blazer (colour Winchester). Monochrome (colour Pacific).

Friends reminiscing in the bar. Travellers
recharging in the lounge. Delegates relaxing after
a hard day’s work.

Products: Cellular (colour Cluster). Monochrome (colour Cream).

Products: Urban Retreat 201 (colour Granite). Urban Retreat 202 (colour Granite). Urban Retreat 203 (colour Granite).

Wellbeing

A SENSE
OF
PERFECT
CALM
Footsteps in the corridor. A loud conversation. Acoustics
are a subtle part of any room’s ambience. And they’re
affected by the choice of flooring.
Interface Hospitality modular carpet helps solve the
problem of poor acoustics.
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Products: Transformation (colour Steppe). Urban Retreat 102 (colour Charcoal).

It’s comfortable too: our flooring acts as a valuable
shock absorber under-foot. You can go even further,
by specifying our Interlay product under your new
modular surface. The result: floors that feel softer,
and reduce noise even futher.

Products: Net Effect 701 (colour Caspian). Net Effect 702 (colour Caspian). Net Effect 703 (colour Caspian).

Wellbeing

MAKE
IT A
HEALTHY
SPACE
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are present
in many types of flooring. They can produce
irritation – often to the eyes, nose and throat.
At high concentrations, they can be toxic.
We’ve worked to dramatically reduce the amount
of VOCs in our products. However, some installation
adhesives still contain a significant amount.
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Products: Net Effect 701 (colour North Sea). Net Effect 701 (colour Atlantic).

That’s why we introduced TacTiles™ – our
glue-free installation system. Compared to glue
installation, it reduces the environmental impact.
And with no unpleasant odours, your guests can
enjoy using the space straight away.

Smart flooring
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Products: Lima (colour La Molina). Scribble (colour Jot).

WANT
A FLOOR
THAT’S
PRACTICAL
IN EVERY
WAY?
BE OUR
GUEST.

Product: Urban Retreat 501 (colours Gold, Grass, Charcoal, Ash & Stone).

Smart flooring

CUT DOWN
ON WASTE,
CUT DOWN
ON COSTS
Choose Interface Hospitality and reduce that
to 3-4% – or even less with our random
or non-directional design ranges.
It’s easier to handle and fit too. So it saves time
and money – thanks, in part, to our Renovisions®
furniture lift system, which allows fitting
without emptying the room,
reducing disruption.
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Products: Urban Retreat 101 (colour Flax/Grass). Urban Retreat 102 (colour Flax). Urban Retreat 103 (colour Grass).

Cuts and waste are an inevitable part of
installing a broadloom carpet, which, in a typical
room, can create between 10-15% waste.

Products: Urban Retreat 201 (colour Flax). Urban Retreat 202 (colour Flax). Urban Retreat 203 (colour Flax).

Smart flooring

KEEP IT
FRESH,
KEEP IT
CLEAN
You’ve designed a pristine space; our modular
flooring helps you keep it that way.
Our products are made with solution-dyed nylon,
an essential ingredient to maintain colour-fastness
and appearance over time, even when harsh cleaning
products are used. And although most spills can
be removed by normal cleaning, some can’t. If that’s the
case, simply remove the tile for deeper cleaning
or replacement.
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Products: Strike a Light (colour Bright Light). Flare (colour Current).

What other flooring lets you create a fresh look
whenever you want? Add colours and change the
design – without starting again. All through a smart,
selective – and economical – refresh of each area.

Sustainability and the fine detail
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Products: Urban Retreat 101 (colour Sage). Urban Retreat 201 (colour Sage). Urban Retreat 501 (colour Sage).

WANT
TO CREATE
A MORE
SUSTAINABLE
SPACE?
BE OUR
GUEST.

Sustainability
Judge us by our actions
Our Mission Zero goal defines everything
we do globally. It started in 1994, when our
founder Ray Anderson presented a challenge
to employees: by 2020, eliminate any negative
impact the company might have on the
environment.
So we looked at the entire lifecycle of our
products, starting with raw materials, suppliers
and processes. Then we traced a path to the
end of the carpet’s useful life, and beyond.
It’s changed everything we do, without ever
compromising on performance and design.
We’re ready to help you reduce the
environmental and social impacts of an
interior. Here’s how.
Recycled content
The nylon yarn we use ensures our products
wear well, are easy to maintain, and can
be made into a multitude of textures and
colours. But the yarn is still the single largest
contributor to the environmental impact
of a modular carpet.
That’s why over 365 of our colours are now
made from 100% recycled nylon yarn. It is also
why 49% of our raw materials globally
are recycled or bio-based.

Services to minimise
your footprint
Carbon neutral
We consider every process and material.
We also use 100% renewable electricity
in our European manufacturing plants.
However, our products still have an impact.
That’s why we have our Cool Carpet®
carbon offset service, available on request.
Cool Carpet® cancels every gram of
greenhouse gas emissions associated with
a product through its entire lifecycle – from
manufacture and installation, through to
end of life.
Globally, we offset 25 million m2 of Cool
Carpet® in 2012.
A long life. And a useful afterlife.
We offer advice on product choice and
maintenance to extend the life of our products.
And, for a small cost, our ReEntry®
programme will take back used tiles, so they
don’t end up in landfill. Instead, we will find
a new purpose for them or recycle them into
new modular flooring. By doing this, in 2012
we diverted over 6,700 tonnes of carpet
from landfill sites around the world.
Immerse your business in sustainability
We’ve been learning about sustainability
for decades – and we’re happy to share our
knowledge, by offering intensive workshops
to our customers.
These sessions open up brand new
perspectives, taking in operations, marketing,
logistics, sales, culture and management.

The fine detail
For samples, design
support, visiting our
showrooms, or for any
enquiries get in touch.
Contact our European offices
AE
+971 4 399 6934
AT
+41 44 913 68 00
AZ
+7 495 234 57 27
BE
+32 2 475 27 27
BG
+359 2 808 303
BY
+7 495 234 57 27
CH
+41 44 913 68 00
CZ
+42 0 233 087 111
DE
+49 2151 3718 0
DK
+45 33 79 70 55
ES
+34 932 418 750
FR
+33 1 58 10 20 20
GE
+7 495 234 57 27
HR
+385 98 323 607
HU
+36 1 3 84 90 05
IE
+353 1 679 8466
IL
+972 546602102
IT
+39 02 890 93678
KZ
+7 495 234 57 27
MK
+38 9 23 224 210
NL
+31 33 277 5555
NO
+47 23 12 01 70
PL
+48 (0) 22 862 44 69
PT
+35 217 122 740
RO
+40 21 317 12 40/42/43/44
RS
+381 11 3111 732
RU
+7 495 234 57 27
SA
+966 500615423
SE
020 801 801
SI
+386 1 520 0500
SK
+421 244 454 323
TR
+90 212 241 79 20
UA
+7 495 234 57 27
UK
+44 (0)1274 698503
ZA
+27 11 6083324
www.interfacehospitality.eu
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